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ANNUAL ESTIMATES OF OUTLAY AND INCOME
T
HE main business of the present chapter will be to
review existing annual estimates of outlay and in-
come, to complete them where necessary, and to. bring
them into as comparable a form as possible. A comparison
and critique of the measures of the product which result
will be found in Chapter III, and their quarterly interpo-
lation in Chapters IV and V. But before we can turn to
the estimates themselves, a more precise description must
be given of the conceptual framework employed through-.
out this book.
§ 1. The Two Sides of the Account
We shall begin by attempting to relate data for con-
sumers' outlay and net investment, together with the
net contribution of the government to outlay, on the one
hand, to estimates of the income to which these give rise,
on the other. It is desirable from several points of view
to make such a comparison. in the first place an inde-
pendent determination of the national product from the
side of outlay (or expenditure) provides, a useful check
upon the estimation of national income from income
statistics. More important, however, the simultaneous
measurement of the product by the two methods is the
first step on the way toward a unique series for national
income, broken down simultaneously (a) by source, i.e.
by type of economic activity and of economic agent;
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and (b) by disposal, i.e. according to the way in which
this income is distributed between different
kinds of consumption and investment. Furthermore, as
indicated in the preceding chapter, a comprehensive set
of annual estimates serves as the starting point for the
measurement of components of the product on a quar-
terly basis.
In principle the task involves the construction of series
for the national product by different methods with different
breakdowns, the various methods yielding identical totals.
Even for the United States, where statistics of income,
consumption and investment are already more highly de-
veloped than elsewhere, it is not yet possible to do this
with anything approaching the degree of accuracy one
might desire. AU that we can do in a survey such as the
present is to construct series for the two sides of the ac-
count, for outlay on the one hand and for income on the
other, derived by methods that have the minimum of
source material in common, and then observe how closely
they conform to each other. At this point the problem
becomes one of reconciliation.
In the following pages, I shall present on an annual
basis two separately derived series—one for income and
one for outlay—each consisting of what appears to me to
be the best estimate available at present. From these' two,
substantially independent, estimates of the national prod-
uct, a compromise can be arrived at, if a single series is
desired as a starting point for further analysis.
§2. Concepts
From the viewpoint of statistical method, such an investi-
gation as the following—that is, an investigation of the
manner in which spending becomes income—must be dis-
tinguished sharply from the closely associated question as26 CHAPTER II
to how income, once.e4rned, is spent. In a sense this dis-
tinction is an artificial one, for the two questions have the
same answer. Outlay by consumers represents a draft upon
current income; what is left over constitutes accumula-
tion. During any given interval of time the community's
income is none other than its consumption plus its accu-
mulation; and the same is true of the community's outlay.
Neither income noroutlay can claim priority in point of
time or causal sequence: both are aspects of a single phe-
nomenon, the national product. The suggested distinction
is therefore purely methodological in character, and is
made on grounds of convenience. These grounds require
elucidation.
The material we have to handle is most conveniently
regarded (from the statistical viewpoint) as a set of actual
or imputed money flows. In essence such flows are circu-
lar in character—from the consumer to the producer, and
back again to the consumer. In order to make any set of
measurements, we have to interrupt this cycle of pay-
ments at some predetermined point. The choice of this
point is not a matter of indifference, for it settles to some
extent the character of the subsequent statistical pro-
cedures. The need to make this choice is responsible for
the distinction outlined above. There are two obvious
alternatives. Either we may select for examination all
those transactions in which consumers make purchases
from producers: this procedure implies (so to speak) that
outlay gives rise to income, and it is the approach followed
here. Or we may prefer to consider a different set of trans-
actions, those in which income accrues to consumers in
their capacity as income receivers: in which case we start
with income and examine how it gives rise to outlay. In
both cases the process has to be regarded as instantaneous.
If the first approach is adopted, we observe the distribu-
tion of the entire proceeds from the sale of current outputANNUAL ESTIMATES 27
in the form of current income. If we choose instead the
second approach, the inquiry relates to the current disposal
of income at the moment this income is received. So far as
concerns the measurement of the national product the two
procedures lead of course to the same result. Indeed there
would be no need to contrast them were it not for the fact
that our thought processes in these matters run in terms
of money flows and consequently confer a conventional
priority up.on outlay or upon income, according to the
particular set of money flows in view. Moreover there is a
practical consideration: the first approach treats the com-
munity's accumulation from the side of investment, while
the second requires an estimate of the volume of saving.
It is this consideration which necessitates a• choice be-
tween them.
If we adopted the second approach we should have to
measure consumption, and add to it savings by individuals
and businesses. Such.a procedure would, however, carry us
somewhat beyond our everyday notions concerning the
process of saving. According to these notions we are accus-
tomed to regard income received (or accruing) in any given
period of time as spent or saved in some succeeding period.
But the income of this second period may or may not
equal the income whose outlay we wish to examine. In
order, then, to compare income with the outlay derived
from that income, we have to face this difficulty, namely
that it becomes necessary to relate the transactions of
two separate and distinct periods of time to one another.
This is true at least if we use the terms income and out-
lay in a manner which conforms to everyday thinking
on the subject. Saving is yesterday's income minus to-
day's consumption, investment is today's income minus
today's consumption, and the two are not necessarily
equal. Thus, if the income of day One is spent or saved
on day Two, and if the income of a given day is equal to28 CHAPTER II
that day's consumption and investment, we have (de-
noting days by subscripts):
Income1 =Consumption2+ Investment2 + (Income, —Income2).
The difference between the portion of the first day's in-
come that is saved, and investment on day Two, is of
course
Income, —Income2.
In other words, the amount saved out of the first day's
income cannot be related to the volume of investment
on the day (Two) on which that income is spent, except
by the introduction of a term involving the difference
between the respective incomes of the two days. Statis-
tically speaking, this would involve great practical diffi-
culty.'
An alternative solution, likewise discarded, would be
to assume that decisions governing the disposal of in-
come take place the moment such income accrues. For
if we wish to regard outlay as derived from income,
instead of the other way round, we are forced to consider
as saved any income which is not immediately spent.
Otherwise a time lag appears which prevents conceptual
agreement between income on the one hand and outlay on
the other. To assume that saving is continuously equal
moment by moment to the difference between income
and consumption, that the saving of any period is ex-
actly equal to the investment of the same period, un-
'While the definitions considered in this paragraph are difficult to interpret sta-
tistically, even if a "year" is substituted for a "day," their utility for analytical pur-
poses is well established. They form the basis of what has come to be known as "period
analysis," the classical example of which will be found in D. H. Robertson's "Saving
and Hoarding," Economic Journa4 XLIII (September 1933), pp. 399—413, reprinted
in the same author's Essays in Monetary Theory (P. S. King, London, 1940). For an
excellent survey of alternative definitions of saving and investment, see Henry H.
Villard, Deficit Spending and tile National Income (Farrar and Rinehaft, 1941),
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doubtedly makes sense when economic activity is viewed
as a whole.2 But it is a long step from the everyday view
of saving as the product of a series of conscious decisions
by individuals to place income on one side. Saving as we
are forced to define it in this context, regarded as a con-
stituent of outlay, becomes rather the product• of an
absence of decisions—an absence, that is, of decisions to
use income for purposes of consumption.The concep-
tual awkwardness of such a treatment of saving by indi-
viduals, if not by the community, is matched only by
the statistical difficulty of making any direct estimate
of its
In this study, on the other hand, the procedure will be
to investigate how spending gives rise to income, rather
than how income is spent (or not spent). The same re-
suits should of course be obtained. But an investigation
of how spending becomes income, instead of the other
way round, has the advantage that it escapes the diffi-
culties outlined above. In the first place the problem of
ensuring that our twin summations really relate to the
same time interval is considerably simplified. To assume
that outlay becomes income instantaneously is much less
unrealistic than the first assumption. This is because in-
vestment expenditures immediately form part of the gross
income of the recipients, whereas the division of income
2Thisis of course the meaning given to saving by Keynes when he claims that
saving and investment are "always equal." (See John Maynard Keynes,-tl'he General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, Macmillan, 1936.) It is also the meaning
we shall adopt when we come to regard our data for investment as a measure of the
community's saving (ci Appendix F below).
these lines various evaluations of outlay, regarded as consumption plus
saving, rathcr than as consumption plus net investment, have been attempted for
the United States, although it is by no means clear that the authors have always been
fully aware of the conceptual problems involved. See, especially, William H. Lough,
High-Level Consumption(McGraw-Hill,1935). Clark Warburton has made estimates
by both methods; see his "Value of the Gross NationalProduct and its Components
1919—29," in Journal of the American Statistical Association, XXIX (December 1934),
especially Table IV, p. 387. These estimates are discussed further in Appendix F
below.30 CHAPTER II
between consumption and saving is difficult to conceive
of, and especially to measure, when regarded as an in-
stantaneous process. In the second place we do not need
to estimate saving directly, a task which is complicated
enough even apart from the question of timing. Moreover,
investigation along the lines projected here—evaluing the
non available portion of the product from the side of
capital outlay rather than from the side of income saved
—has been rendered much easier by the publication of
Kuznetsestimates of the gross output of producers'
goods, and of Solomon Fabricant's data on the cost of
depreciating fixed
If such a plan is to be carried out, the first step is to
make sure that the concepts for outlay and income re-
spectively, to which itis proposed to give numerical
content, really cover the same ground. Only so will the
results of the two calculations coincide, or, if they do not
agree, at least provide a check upon each other and give
some valid indication of the margin of error to be found
in work of this sort. The statement that every item of
outlay immediately becomes income for someone tells us
no more than that there are two sides to every trans-
action. It is often a difficult problem to decide whether
a given transaction should or should not be included on
one side or the other. The really serious ambiguities
arise when the two halves of a transaction become sepa-
rated by a long series of intermediate transactions within
the busiñéss system. The cases (for example, domestic
service)in which elements of outlay become income
automatically, without intermediate transactions, and
substantially without deduction for expenses, are few
indeed. Often considerable thought is needed to deter-
"Simon Kuznets, Commodity Flow and Cap ital Formation, Vol. I (National Bureau
of Economic Research, 1938), and Bulletin 74 (National Bureau of Economic Research,
June 1939); Solomon Fabricant, Capital Consumption and Adjustment (National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1938).ANNUAL. ESTIMATES 31
mine whether the income yielded by a given element of
outlay has or has not been included, in whole or in part,
in the scope of the income summation. A few of the more
difficult cases will be discussed as they arise. Meanwhile
the problem, particularly as it concerns government trans-
actions, can be clarified in large measure by the construc-
tion of a kind of income account for the community as
a
Outlay is the value of final output and may be ob-
tained by summing the gross value product of all enter-
prises insofar as they contribute directly to final output.
This last is a severe restriction, for of course many enter-
prises make no immediate contribution to final output on
their own account, but sell their product exclusively to
other enterprises. Nevertheless, those enterprises which
do produce final output commonly make contributions to
outlay greatly in excess of their own net value products;
such contributions have naturally to be included gross
of cost payments which these enterprises make to other
enterprises. It is in this sense that outlay may be re-
garded as a gross value product.
By contrast, income, also indirectly the value of final
output, is obtained by summing the net value products—
net of cost payments made to other enterprises—of all
enterprises without exception. We may also regard it as
the sum of the distributive shares accruing to income
receivers in respect of current output.
These twO alternative ways of looking at the national
product must now be used to formulate concepts, as
precise as we canS make them, which are suitable for
statistical treatment. The value of final output may be
In this connection, see especially Gerhard Coim, "Public Revenue and Public
Expenditure in National Income," Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. I (National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1937); also J. E. Meade and R. Stone, "The Construc-
tion of Tables of National Income, Expenditure, Savings and Investment," Economic
Journal, LI (June-September 1941), pp. 216—33, and Jakob Marsehak, "The Branches
of National Spending," Econometrica, Vol. 1 (October 1933), pp. 373—86.32 CHAPTER II
represented(a)as outlay by private consumers plus
private net investment, and (b) as the income to which
(a) gives rise. Such a statement, although formally com-
plete, calls for considerable amplification.
It will be noticed that we refrain, for the moment,
from including any direct contribution by the govern-
ment to final output, except in respect of output sold to
consumers directly by government. In other words we
assume, with this exception) that all governmental serv-
ices are rendered to business and not to the final con-
sumer as such. This choice of treatment is purely a
matter of convenience. Allowance for a direct contribu-
tion to the product by government could easily be made,
but any such allowance could not but be arbitrary, and
simplicity suggests that we omit it altogether, at least at
the present stage of our analysis. The question of taxes
cannot, however, be dismissed so lightly. Are we to value
final output gross of taxes, or should they be excluded
from the calculation? Again the choice is made on grounds
of convenience. It happens that any attempt to value the
output of goods and services on a basis which excludes
the taxes included in the proceeds from their sale, i.e.
on a basis of net factor prices, is beset with statistical
difficulties which fortunately need not concern us. By
choosing to valpe output gross of taxes, we reckon it at
the prices actually paid by the consumer or investing
enterprise; which is of course the basis commonly found
inbusinessrecords. But insofarastaxes represent
cost payments, the income to which our outlay gives
rise will consist in part of governmental revenues. It is
convenient in this context to regard all taxes as cost
payments, i.e. as deductions from the net incomes accru-
ing to enterprises or to individuals. Since, however, they
are a component of outlay, these payments must beANNUAL ESTIMATES 33
reckoned as income, and the government regarded for the
moment, in respect of its tax revenues, as an income
receiver. At this stage we do not need to insert any al-
lowance for income distributed to individuals by govern-
mental units, for income so distributed is derived only
indirectly from the sale of output, and allowance has been
made for it in the treatment of tax revenues.
The treatment suggested may be summarized in the
following identity:
Outlay byallultimate con- Gross income from the sale
sumers on all goods and serv- of services,all governmental
ices(including suchservices units + indirect taxation +
of governmental units as are direct taxation (except on in-
paid for specifically6), at prices comesdistributedby Gov-
including all taxes + net in- ernment) + incomes (net oi
vestment on the account of alltaxation) earned, directly
allprivate(i.e.nongovern- or indirectly,inthe private
mental)enterprisesandin- productionof suchfinished
dividuals, at prices including goods and services as are con-
all taxes. sumed and invested privately.
This particular scheme is not, of course, set up as the
ideal way of measuring the product. It is merely a con-
venient starting point for the derivation of outlay and
income concepts which are not only suitable for statistical
interpretation, but are also as strictly comparable as it
is possible to make them.
It happens to be more convenient to take account of
the income resulting from governmental transactions at
the moment when this income comes to be distributed,
rather than as it is received by the government. Only if
we do this can we take proper account of the income-
creating effects of deficit financing in periods when the
budget is unbalanced. We have already included the
6E.g.,carriage of mails, and sale of electricity by municipal undertakings.34 CHAPTER II
entire receipts of the government on the right hand side.
When the aggregate net deficit of all governmental units
is added to both sides, the items for governmental receipts
can be rewritten as governmental expenditure, with the
following result:
Expenditure (including capital Consumers outlay (as above) expenditure;butexcluding + privatenetinvestment debt repayment, and the pur- (as above) + excess of ex- chase of existing assets),all penditure(includingcapital governmental units —direct expenditure;butexcluding taxes assessed on income dis- debtrepayment,andthe
• tributed by government + in— purchaseofexistingassets) /
come ofalltaxation overreceipts (excluding .
arisingin the private produc- receiptsfromborrowing),
• tion of goods and services con- all governmental units. sumed or invested privately.
If we regard as income all forms of relief payment (whether
cash or work relief), and reckon benefit or subsidy pay-
ments by the government as income to the individual or
corporate recipients, then all government expenditure
(other than that used to repay debt, or to purchase exist-
ing assets) must become income in one form or another.
Part of this expenditure is distributed directly by the
government as income to individuals; the remainder is
spent on the products of business enterprises, and be-
comes income to, or is distributed to individuals by,
these enterprises. When this remainder is added to the
income arising from the production of goods and services
for private use, we obtain the income arising from the
private production of all goods and services. The exceSs
of expenditure over receipts of all governmental units,
which appears on the left hand side of the above identity,
will be called net public outlay.
On this understanding, the latter identity can be re-
written as follows:ANNUAL ESTIMATES 35
OUTLAY INCOME
Income distributed by GEwern-
ment, gross of relief payments,
Consumers' outlay (as above)'] but net of all taxation + in-
+ private net investment (as=comeoriginatinginprivate
above) + net public outlay.) industry, gross of subsidies and
benefit payments, but net of
all taxation.
.
Theseare the two basic concepts to which it is pro-
posed to give statistical content in the present study. I
hope that they are reasonably unambiguous as set out
above. On one or two points, however, further elucida-
tion may be called for. Since capital gains are nowhere
included in outlay, it is appropriate that they should be
excluded from income. This statement applies equally to
profits and losses arising through the revaluation (deliber-
ate or unconscious) of inventories held by business enter-
prises, and to profits and losses realized by individuals
or by enterprises' through the sale of capitalassets.
Furthermore, the deduction for depreciation, required
for the computation of net investment on the outlay
side of the account, must clearly be undertaken on the
same basis as that on which this item figures as a dedud-
tion in computing income. Thus if, in measuring outlay,
we choose to deduct depreciation on a current, instead
of a book value, basis—the more realistic procedure—r---
we must do the same in measuring income. It happens
that, in the case of most income data commonly available,
depreciation has been deducted on a book value basis;
the necessary adjustment to the income totals on this
account is not difficult to make.
There are of course any number of ways of setting up
such an identity as that shown above; some more in-
clusive, some less inclusive; some more, some perhaps less36 CHAPTER II
appropriate, as a measure of social income. For instance
it might be preferable for some purposes to exclude relief
payments, and perhaps also interest paid on deadweight
public debt, from both sides of the account. One might
wish, for other purposes, not to deduct depreciation
from gross outlay, in which case it would have to be
added back to the income totals. Or one might prefer to
tfeat governmental transactions differently. We are here
concerned, however, less with the problem of finding the
ideal expression for the dollar equivalent of the social
product than with discovering a given flow of payments
(actual or imputed) that has two aspects, both of which
are capable of statistical interpretation. If subtractions
or additions are desired in order to represent more ac-
curately the true output of the community, net or gross,
these can of course be introduced at will, provided the
additions are made simultaneously to both sides of the
account.
For example it might be convenient for certain pur-
poses to present an estimate for public investment as a
discrete component of outlay, but for our comparison a
balancing item showing the excess of expenditure over
revenue of all governmental units is sufficient. Estimates
of public investment as such are subject to special types
of statistical difficulty. Moreover the volume of public
investment is influenced by factors so very different from
those which determine the level of private investment
that an aggregate figure for total investment, though in-
teresting from the social point of view, is of doubtful
utility in the study of industrial fluctuations. Further-
more the effects of public investment upon economic
activity at large are better judged from a consideration
of deficit financing, or of what has sometimes been called
the "net income-increasing expenditure" of the govern-
ment, than of public investment as such. For this reasonANNUAL ESTIMATES 37
it seems justifiable to disregard public investment, and
to consider instead different types of private investment
(assumed to be more or less subject to the profit' motive)
on the one hand, and the excess of governmental expendi-
tures over governmental revenues (determined by polit-
ical considerations in the widest sense) on the other.
Again, the treatment adopted here assumes that all
governmental revenues either partake of the nature of
monopoly payments, or else are obtained in return for
services to business. If we are looking for the perfect
expression 0f the dollar volume of social income, it may
be preferable to separate out a certain amount of govern-
ment revenue, and to treat this as the equivalent of a
corresponding volume of services rendered to consumers.7
There would be no in altering our' scheme to
conform to such a plan. But the fraction of governmental
activity which directly benefits consumers is essentially
an arbitrary quantity. To repeat, we are interested
rather in comparing estimates for two reasonable, and
identical, concepts (of outlay and income respectively),
than in finding the ideal expression for social income.
Moreover, any concept supposed to conform to the ideal
becomes less and less tractable statistically the more it is
elaborated. For our purpose, therefore, there seems little
point in making arbitrary adjustments of the kind indi-
cated.
Similarly, it makes no difference in principle whether
or not quasi-governmental agencies (e.g. the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation) are treated as "governmental
units." The size of outlay and the size of income will of
course be affected by the decision reached, but they
AsGerhard Coim has proposed; see his "Public Revenue and Public Expenditure
in National Income" in Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 1 (National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, 1937); also comment by Kuznets, ibid., pp. 230—38. See also Clark
Warburton, "Three Estimates of Output" in Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol.
III (1939).-7
t
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will both be affected in the same direction and to the
same extent. In the statistical treatment which follows,
the termgovernmental unit" has been interpreted as
consistently as possible to include the Federal govern-
ment, the States, and political subdivisions of the con-
tinental United States.Publicly owned utilitiesand
governmental agencies and corporations have in general
been included among governmental units for reasons of
statistical convenience.
The treatment of international transactions remains
to be discussed. Provided that evaluations of the balance
of payments may be considered reliable, the problem is a
fairly simple one. It is necessary merely to see to it that
the volume of debits to international account included in
outlay is equal to the volume of credits included in in-
come. In any evaluation of the. balance of payments,
total credits must exactly equal total debits, if nothing
has been omitted. For our purpose, therefore, all we have
to do is to include in outlay those debits and in income
those credits which lie outside the concepts so far dis-
cussed—debits and credits, that is, which are not already
included, explicitly or implicitly, elsewhere in the totals.
The figures for income already include substantially all
current account credits.8 On the outlay side the com-
modity totals are net of exports and gross of imports, so
that no correction is needed on this score. Moreover,
debits in respect of tourist expenditures made abroad,
and noncommercial.remittancestoforeigncountries,
have been included in the totals for services rendered
directly to consumers.9 We have, however, to deduct
tourist expenditure by foreigners in the United States,
and this is done in Table 3.
As for capital transactions, the most convenient pro-
8Withthe exception of noncommercial remittances to this country, a very minor
item. See Table .5.
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cedure, and the one followed here, is to include the net
balance on current account as a component of private
investment (Table 3). None of the international items
mentioned is quantitatively of great importance in the
case of the United States, for some countries
they would constitute substantial components of the
outlay and income totals.
§3. Consumers' Outlay
In deriving estimates for outlay which conform to the
scheme sketched above, itis convenient to begin by
assembling the data for consumption. For commodities
I shall rely entirely upon Kuznets' estimates, although
they allow a breakdown into three broad groups only—
durable, semidurable and perishable goods. A more de-
tailed breakdown would have certain advantages, but
since in this study we are interested mainly in totals the
defect is not a serious one. For consumers' services, on
the other hand, there exists no complete set of estimates
covering the period in which we are interested. It is true
that Kuznets presents an estimate for services to con-
sumers'0 which could easily be extended through 1938,
but since it is obtained as a residual by thesubtractionof
consumers' outlay for commodities plus net capital forma-
tion from national income, it is no direct help to us: We
have had, therefore, to construct independently an esti-
mate of the amount spent by (or, as in the case of the
net rentals of dwellings occupied by their owners, to be
imputed to) consumers in respect of services rendered to
them directly.
The new estimate is shown in the first line of Table 1,
SimonKuznets, National Income and Capital Formation, 1919—35 (National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1937), Appendix Table VIII; also National Income
and Its Composition, 1919—38 (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1941), pp.
136—37, 283—87.40 CHAPTERII
and its derivation is described in detail in Appendix A.
Calculations made some years ago by W. H. Lough for
the period ending in 1931 were taken as the starting
New sources not available to Lough, and some
differences in concepts and coverage, are indicated in
Appendix A. Since the data were intended to be com-
plementary to Kuznets' figures for the value of commodi-
ties passing into the hands of consumers, the criterion
was naturally what had (or what had not) already been
included by Kuznets. The rather detailed breakdown
given in Table 22 (Appendix A) will permit modification
of the estimates to fit other conceptual schemes if desired.
The independence of the derivation of the outlay totals
from that of the income totals is inevitably compromised
in this field to a slight exteht through the use of a cer-
tain amount of material common to both. Some forms of
outlay, for example for domestic service and for medical
care, are so closely related to the income to which they
give rise that independent evaluation of outlay and in-
come becomes impracticable. For such items it seemed
desirable to recognize this, and to integrate the outlay
estimates as closely as possible with the corresponding
estimates for income. Until consumer expenditure in the
aggregate becomes measurable on some different prin-
ciple, perhaps through the study of consumer budgets,
estimation of such items from common source material
remains unavoidable.12 Nevertheless, the fraction of in-
come and outlay as a whole to which these remarks apply
is quite small. Little qualification is necessary on this
11.W.H. Lough, Nigh-Level Consumption (McGraw-Hill, 1935).In spite of its
misleading title, this pioneer work is to be recommended; the estimates it contains
have proved of the greatest value as a basis for those offered in the present study.
12TheNational Resources Committee has made estimates of consumers' outlay
for 1935—36, using budget studies (see Consumer Expenditures in the United States,
Washington, 1939). While these estimates do not segregate commodities and services,
and are therefore in a form which prevents any direct use of them in the present study,
some comparisons will be found in Appendix F.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 41
accountto the statement that the two series presented
and compared in Table 6—for outlay and for income
respectively—are derived from two sets of data which are
substantially independent.
The commodity components of consumersoutlay,
shown in Table 1, are taken directly from Kuznets and
require little comment at this point. Durable commodities
ordinarily have a life of more than three years (furniture,
automobiles, etc.); semidurable last from six months to
three years (clothing, automobile tires, etc.); and perish-
able commodities are usually consumed within six months
of purchase (food, tobacco, The basic data from
which all such estimates are derived are of course pro-
vided by the biennial Census of Manufactures. The
Census figures have been adjusted by Kuznets for im-
ports and exports, and then written up appropriately to
include the costs of transportation and of retail and
wholesale distribution. After adjustment for changes in
distributive inventories, they represent as closely as pos-
sible the value of actual commodities passing into the
hands of the consumer during any year. For a more de-
tailed discussion of the sources and methods used by
Kuznets the reader is referred to his Commodity Flow and
Capital Formation.
In Table 2theexpenditure groups in Table 1areshown
as percentages of the total. This arrangement throws
some light upon the relative importance of commodities
and services, as well as upon the behavior of consumption
during the eighteen-year period.
The main impression produced by Table 2 is one of
extraordinary stability from year to year in the share of
the consumer's dollar devoted to different groups, despite
wide changes in the dollar volume of the totals. As one
might expect, a slight but distinct cyclical movement
See Simon Kuznets, Commodity Flow and Capital Formation, Vol. I, p. 6.TABLE
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1
CONSUMERS' OUTLAY, ANNUALLY 1921-38
Millions oJ current dollars -
TABLE 2
several items no
(1) All taxes (other than income, estate, in
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF CONSUMERS' OUTLAY, ANNUALLY 1921-38
Basedon Table 1
1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926
A. Total Services 34.3 35.1 34.3 35.7 34.7 34.2
B. Total Commodities 63.7 64.9 65.564.3 63.3 63.8
1. Perishable . 38.8 37.0 35.6 36.0 36.2 36.8
2. Semidurable 17.1 17.3 17.6 16.3 16.2 16.2
3. Durable 9.8 10.7 12.3 12.0 12.9 12.8
C. Total Consumption 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0
1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926. 1927
A. 19,49920,31822,28623,51024,34525,18125,804
B.Commodjtiesb 37,35337,61442,23442,38545,82148,469
1. Perishable°
2. Semidurable
3. Durabled
22,047
9,736
5,370
21,410
10,023
6,181
22,967
11,324
7,943
23,750
10,735
7,900
25,404
11,361
9,056
27,107
11,917
9,443
C.Consumers' outlay (A + B) 56,85257,93264,52065,89570,16673,650
a SeeAppendix A, Table 22.
always covered by estimates of domestic consumption:
It should be noted that these figures include
heritance and gift taxes) collected from consumers; services to consumers are valued after payment o
indirecttaxes collected from traders.(2) Imputed rentals of owned homes.(3) Purchase of
fortourist expenditure abroad and immigrant remittances to foreign countries.(4) Nc1
cost of life insurance.
bFor1921—35, the data are taken from Simon Kuznets, National Income and Capital
1919—1935(NationalBureau of Economic Research, 1937), Appendix Table VIII, p. 85; forANNUAL ESTIMATES 43
1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
26,38227,16425,89023,37719,70417,67118,18619,28320,95422,41622,285
48,71550,8454.4,67636,25328,67528,52832,95437,16441,90544,09039,904
28,55026,39521,48118,14718,13320,75623,09525,36326,70625,502
12,19312,38210,7319,0246,7226,5137,5128,1519,2009,7208,992
9,1749,9137,5505,7483,8063,8824,6865,9187,3427,6645,410
73,09778,00970,56659,63048,37946,19951,14056,44762,85966,50662,189
1-om Bulletin 74 (National Bureau of Economic Research, June 1939).The same figures through
L933 will also be found, together with their derivation, in Kuznets' Commodity Flow and Cap ital For-
nation, Vol. 1 (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1938), Table V-10.rrhe estimates shown
se gross of indirect taxation.
Includes the imputed value of commodities produced and consumed on farms, but excludes the
onsumption of gas (natural and manufactured) which is treated as a service and is therefore in-
luded in line A.
dExcludesservicing (e.g. of automobiles) which is already included in line A.
C
1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
33.134.836.739.240.738.235.634.233.333.733.8
64.965.263.360.8 59.361.864.465.866.766.364.2
36.4
16.2
12.2
36.6
15.9
12.7
37.4
15.2
10.7
36.0
15.1
9.6
37.5
13.9
7.9
39.2
14.1
8.4
40.6
14.7
9.2
40.9
14.4
10.3
40.3
14.6
11.7
40.2
14.6
11.5
41.0
14.5
8.7
100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.044 CHAPTER II
in percentage shares is noticeable. Depression appears to
hit consumption roughly in proportion to the durability
of the goods concerned. Thus the shares of durable and
semidurable goods were each at a minimum in 1932;
the share of perishables was hardly affected by the de-
pression; while services (which may be regarded as com-
modities whose durability is nil), normally around one
third of the total, rose in that year to over 40 percent,
if our estimates are to be trusted. Put otherwise, dollar
expenditure on durable goods fell62 percent between
1929 and 1932, compared with a decline of 27 percent
for services, and of 38 percent for consumption as a
whole. Although we have no definite evidence on this
point, it may be guessed that these shifts reflect a greater
stickiness in the prices of services than of commodities,
coupled with a greater elasticity of demand in relation
to income (at any rate over short periods) for durable
goods than for any of the other goods mentioned.
The slump of 1921 was of short duration°; perhaps that
is why it does not seem to have been characterized by the
shifts so clearly discernible during the depression of the
early nineteen-thirties. The share of the consumer's dollar
given over to services, for example, does not appear to
have been abnormally high during 192 1—2 2, although the
proportion allocated to consumers' durable goods in those
years was well below the level reached later in the decade.
By 1935 the shifts in relative importance which took
place between 1929 and 1932 had been largely reversed.
The percentage share of services in the consumer's dollar
had fallen again, and the share of commodities had risen,
returning roughly to the level of the nineteen-twenties.
A more striking development of these recent years, how-
ever, appears to have been a fairly, definite shift from
more to less durable commodities.During 1934—38 ex-
penditure on consumable commodities as a whole ranANNUAL ESTIMATES 45
just below two thirds of total consumption, very much
as it had done ten years earlier. On the other hand—and
we are still comparing the last five years of the period
under discussion with the situation ten years earlier—
consumers' durable goods had dropped roughly from
12 to 10 percent, and semidurable from 16 to 14 percent,
of total consumption. The perishable group had mean-
while risen from 36 to 40 percent, apparently occupying a
larger place than ever before, at any rate in the recent
history of this country. It is true that the commodity
totals for 1934—38 are in effect an extrapolation of the
earlier but the difference appears too marked to
be explicable on this ground alone. It may be that larger
incomes in the lower brackets have led to relatively
greater consumption of such perishables as foodstuffs; or
that the average life of individual semidurable and dur-
able goods has increased, so that less frequent replace-
ment is necessary. But these are mere speculations about
a problem which can be solved only by more detailed
inquiry than is possible here.
Most of the changes in percentage shares observable
in Table 2 can be related to cyclical movements; there is
little evidence of the existence of longer term trends. The
increase in the importance of the perishable group has
already been noted, and there is some sign of a more or
less steady decline in the• relative share of semidurable
goods, although the validity of any conclusion on this
score is conditioned by the reliability of the commodity
classification used. A more surprising feature, to the
author at any rate, is the absence of evidence of secular
increase in the relative importance of services, as com-
pared with commodities. The productivity of the service
industries must surely have increased much less rapidly
14SeeBulletin 74, National Bureau of Economic Research.46 CHAPTER11
than the efficiency of the commodity-producing indus-
tries, and the income elasticity of the demand of the final
consumer for services must be, one would suppose, much
greater than that of his demand for commodities. In
combination these considerations would lead one to ex-
pect a slow but steady increase in the fraction of con-
sumer expenditure devoted to services. The absence of
such a trend is noticeable in Table 2, and is confirmed by
Lough's estimates for earlier years: 34.1 percent for 1909,
33.0percentfor 1914, 28.3 percent for 1919, and 33.0
percent for
Theabsence of any trend toward services and away
from commodities is probably due mainly to defects in
our treatment of the private automobile.16 Suppose we
were to regard the automobile not as a durable consump-
tion good but as a form of capital wealth. In that case,
purchases of automobiles would have to be removed
altogether from consumersoutlay, and treated like
residential construction, as a form of investment. Al-
though the commodity totals would be reduced in this
fashion, the imputed annual value of the services rendered
by automobiles to their owners would, of course, have to
be inserted among the service items in Table 1. The in-
crease in the importance of the automobile during the
last thirty years is a commonplace. It is obvious that the
amounts we should have to transfer from the commodity
totals to the service totals, if we adopted such a prO-
cedure, would be larger in later than in earlier years. A
'5W.H. Lough, op. cit., p. 28.Data for these early years strictly comparable
without own would probably run slightly higher (the 1921 Egure for services as a fraction
of total consumption given in Table 2 is 34.3 percent) but this does not affect the point
at issue.
16Mr. GeorgeSoule has suggested to me that itmaybe due also to the substitution
of household equipment for domestic service, and of free public services (e.g. health
and education) for purchased private ones.A detailed consideration would require
both a study of the relative price changes of goods and services, and an examination of
the changing relation between free and purchased services.Such a consideration lies
outside the scope of the present volume.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 47
decision to regard the private automobile as a form of
capital wealth would probably therefore lead to the
emergence of a rising trend toward services—a trend
whose absence from our estimates was remarked above.
But why should we stop with automobiles? Why not
treat other consumers' durable goods also as capital
wealth? This line of thought of course leads into a sta-
tistical quagmire. It serves nonetheless to underscore the
arbitrary character of all measures of consumption, in-
cluding our own.
The general impression gained from Table 2 is that
the distribution of the community's outlay on consump-
tion among broad classes of expenditure is remarkably
stable, and changes only very slowly. Atreatment which
regarded durable consumption goods as capital wealth
would probably serve merely to strengthen this impres-
sion; for in that case the most unstable component—
consumers' durable goods—would be removed from the
total, and a much more stable figure—for services im-
puted to durable goods—would be substituted. Whether
this means that people's tastes are themselves stable, or
that changes of taste are obscured (so far as concerns
our data) by changing income distribution or changing
relative prices, it is not possible to determine here. The
figures in Tables 1 and 2 relate entirely to current dollar
values. A distribution worked out in terms of constant
dollars, in order to eliminate the effect of changing rela-
tive prices, might show a rather different picture. My
guess would be that commodity prices have fallen in
recent years in comparison with the prices of services.
Estimates for the consumption of commodities in constant
dollars, intendedreflect movements in physical vol-
ume, are readily a good
SeeSimon Kuznets, Commodity Flow and Capital Formation, Vol. I, Table
VIII-1, pp. 478—80.48 CHAPTERII
deal if estimates for, the value of services rendered to
consumers, such as those given here, could be accorded
similar treatment. Any attempt to deflate current dollar
totals for services must, however, encounter substantial
obstacles. Such an inquiry lies outside the scope of the
present study.
§4. The Derivation of Total Outlay
We are now ready to complete our annual estimates for
outlay, in order that we may proceed to relate these to
comparable data for income in terms of the concepts
discussed in §2.Thecompletion of the outlay estimates
is undertaken in Table 3. From the figures for consumers'
outlay derived in Table 1, we first subtract a small al-
lowance for tourist expenditure by foreigners (line B).
This step is required by our treatment of international
transactions. Among the services in Table 1touristex-
penditure abroad by Americans is included on a gross
consequently, in order to avoid an overstatement
of outlay, we have to make a corresponding adjustment
here. The item is admittedly insignificant, and the only
purpose of the adjustment is to keep the record straight
from the conceptual viewpoint.
To the figures for domestic consumption (line C) we
have to add the value of private net investment. Five
components of gross investment are distinguished in the
table. With the exception of the net change in business
inventories, which is derived in Appendix C, the data
come either from Kuznets, or from Department of Com-
merce estimates. From the gross investment total (line
D) we subtract an allowance for depreciation, or the
amount of fixed capital consumed in the productive proc-
ess (as estimated by Fabricant). This deduction relates
SeeTable 22, Appendix A.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 49
onlyto the first three elements of gross investment, for
the capital formation embodied in the inventory change
and the foreign balance is already net of capital con-
sumption. Although Fabricant gives separate data for
the depreciation of residences, the depreciation of business
capital cannot be broken down as between fixed struc-
tures and other equipment. It is for this reason that the
deduction (line E) is applied to gross investment as a
whole, rather than individually to each constituent.
The depreciation allowances made in measuring in-
come are generally on a book value, or original cost, basis.
In order to obtain estimates of investment net of depre-
ciation (line F) which are on a current price basis, the
deduction for the consumption of capital in line.Ehas
been adjusted to represent the current cost of replacing
the amount of capital In any comparison
between outlay and income, it is) of course, necessary to
adjust the income totals in exactly the same fashion.
The resulting series for net investment in line F of
Table 3issubject to errors both in• the estimation of
gross investment and in the data for depreciation. It is
subject, in other words, to all the qualifications which
surround residual estimates. If the level of gross invest-
ment is too high (e.g. through the inclusion of capital
expenditures charged to current account), or the level
of depreciation too low (e.g. through unforeseen obso-
lescence, leading to write-downs which we have no means
of including),20 net investment is overstated in Table 3.
If,on the other hand, the level of gross investment is too
low (e.g. through Our omission of installation expenses
19Fora discussion of the method of adjustment the reader is referred to Solomon
Fabricant, Capital Consumption and Adjustment (National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1938), Ch. 10.Theadjustment itself is shown in Table 4, line E.3.
20Inreturns for income tax purposes depreciation is apparently sometimes reported
under "cost of operations" or "cost of goods sold" (cf. Statistics of Income for 1935,
Part 2, p. 10). Since there is no way of including amounts reported in this fashion in
the depreciation estimates we use, these estimates are to this extent an understatement.50 CHAPTER II
TABLE 3
DERIVATIONOF TOTAL OUTLAY, ANNUALLY 1921-38
Millions of current dollars
1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1922
A. Consumers' outlay (Table 1) 56,85257,93264,52065,89570,16673,65073,39
B. Foreigntourist exp. in U.S.a 60 68 78 92 102 139 15
C.Consumers'outlay,adj.(A—B)56,79257,86464,44265,80370,06473,51173,24
D.Gross private investment 10,2829,47815,31812,68215,36315,87915,1C
1.Producers' durable goodsb 3,5693,5504,9864,695 5,021 5,4345,13
2. Residential constructionc 1,7602,833 3,7574,3004,5844,5914,28
3. Business constructiont 2,3122,4853,1253,2863,6664,2194,29
4. Net increase in inventories4 1,227 323,126—467 1,631 1,413 80
5. Foreign balancee 1,414 578 324 868 461 222 57
E. Depreciation 7,6937,508 8,3888,3458,4829,1769,16
F. Netprivateinvestment(D—E) 2,5891,9706,9304,3376,881 6,7035,93
G.Netprivateoutlay(C+F) 59,38159,83471,37270,14076,94580,21479,18
H. Net public outlay 488 381—136 41 100—293—21
1. —524—504—860—939—730 —1,072 —1,08
2. State and localdeficit1' 898 802 649 934 824 753 82
3. Increase in gold stock' 48 34 20 40 2 21 4
4. Increase in silver stocks 66 55 55 6 4 5
I. Total outlay, as defined in59,86960,22171,23670,18177,04579,92178,96
text(G + H)
J.Consumers'outlay(C)asper-. 95.696.790.393.891.191.692.
cent of private outlay (G)
K. Consumers' outlay (C) as per- 94.996.190.593.890.992.092.
cent of total outlay (I)
aFor1922—33, R. 0. Hall, International ¶transac:ions oJ Me United States (National lndustri
Conference Board, 1936); 1921 and 1934—38, Balance of International Payments of the United State
published annually by United States Department of Commerce.
bIncludingships, excluding investment in capital livestock on farms. For 1921—33, Kuznet
Commodity Flow and Capital Formation Vol.1(National Bureau of Economic Research, 1938
Table V-6,p. 309; 1934—38, extension of same data, from unpublished worksheets underlying Bullet
74 (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1939), by the same author.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 51
1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
75,09778,00970,56659,63048,37946,19951,14056,44762,85966,50662,189
161 179 156 114 71 75 86 117 139 160 166
74,93677,83070,41059,51648,30846,12451,05456,33062,72066,34662,023
13,77617,18812,4896,2721,1171,8383,4006,3169,17512,8897,471
5,4656,4875,1163,2761,8261,8892,9553,7135,1356,5214,846
3,9613,4242,1951,396 641 314 272 5331,1011,3931,390
4,2194,4593,7462,3161,126 777 9601,0721,4501,9331,542
—6382,291 712—916 —2,711 —1,436 —1,2231,1511,8163,138 —1,084
789 527 720 200 235 294 436—153 —327 —96 777
9,41310,0039,5328,4217,2566,8187,1787,3807,6768,5018,572
4,3637,1852,957 —2,149 —6,139 —4,980 —3,778 —1,0641,4994,388 —1,101
79,29985,01573,36757,36742,16941,14447,27633,26664,21970,73460,922
123 11 4692,2713,0312,2584,4633,5894,7431,2711,850
—724—912—4091,6312,6352,5433,9482,9424,3261,0211,274
811 898 844 597 353—338 179 152 116 —32 265
34 23 32 42 42 41 180 148 102 118 112
2 2 2 1 1 12 156 347 199 164 199
79,42285,02673,83659,638 45,20043,40251,73958,85568,96272,00562,772
94.5 91.5 96.0103.7114.6112.1108.0101.9 97.7 93.8101.8
94.4 91.5 95.499.8106.9106.3 98.7 95.7 90.9 92.1 98.8
For 192 1—31, Lowell J.Chawner,ConstructionActivity in the United States 1915—37 (Uni ted States
epartment of Commerce, 1938); 1932—37, estimates by Samuel J. Dennis, Survey of Current
usiness (August 1939); 1938, ibid. (February 1940). The Chawner-Dennis estimates of the value
'newconstruction have been used instead of those by Kuznets because, although both series are
rgèly based on Dodge contracts data, the former appear to be compiled with specialregard to
:tualexpenditureduring the year in question (see Chawner, op. cit., pp. 3—4)."Business"includes
rm and privately owned public utility construction.
Footnotes to Table 3 continued on next page.
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Footnotes to Table 3, continued.
4See Appendix C, Table 35.
After war debt receipts and silver movements, but before gold movements. The
assumption is that the former items enter the outlay and income streams elsewhere in
the estimates, whereas the latter do not. For 1922—34, R. 0. Hall, op. cit. For 1921 and
1935—38, Balance of International Payments of the United States, published annually by
United States Department of Commerce. The "residual item" in the account is as-
sumed to arise from the underreporting of capital transactions. See ibid.,1939,pp.
36—39.
For 1921—33, from basic data to be found in Solomon Fabricant, Capital Consump-
tion and Adjustment (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1938), Table 31, pp.
170—71: totals differ from those shown there owing to our use of revised Bureau of
Agricultural Economics series for depreciation of farm equipment. For 1936—38, from
unpublished data supplied by Fabricant. The item includes depreciation of business
and residential property, and in the case of mines, depletion and development costs
charged to current expenses; it covers also provision for fire and marine losses but ex-
cludes decrease in value of capital livestock on farms. Depreciation has been included
here on a basis of current prices, rather than on an original cost or accounting basis,
in order to give significance to the estimates for net investment in line F. Since, how-
ever, estimates of income are normally derived with depreciation on an accounting
basis, it will be necessary, in the comparison of outlay and income in Chapter III, to
use an income series which makes allowance for the difference between the two methods
of reckoning depreciation. Since no allowance has been made in our figures for gross
private investment (line D) for expenditure on the repair and maintenance of capital
equipment, it is not necessary to include this item in our figures for depreciation (line E).
gSeeAnnual Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury. The data have been placed as
far as possible on a calendar-year basis with the use of the monthly summation of daily
Treasury statements (unrevised). Debt retirements are excluded throughout from the
totals for expenditure. Up to June 1934 the figures relate to general and special ac-
counts only, and do not include payments into and out of trust accounts, or the trans-
actions of independent agencies, except that expenditures by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation are included. With the New Deal, and particularly with the pas-
sage of the Social Security Act, however, it becomes impossible, in computing the net
cash deficit of the Federal government, to neglect the movement of trust funds. Since
July 1934, therefore, the series shown includes the excess of expenditure (excluding
moneys invested) over receipts (excluding increment in the value of gold and seigniorage
from the issue of silver certificates) for trust accounts of governmental agencies. The
importance in recent years of movements in these funds, due especially to the old-age
reserve account, is indicated by the following data, which relate to calendar years:
1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
millions of current dollars
Excessof over reve-
nue, general and special accounts'4,0652,986 4, 161 1,877 2,447
Excess of expenditure over reve-
nue, trust funds and govern-
mental agencies (computed as
above) —44 16.5 —856—1,173
Total cash deficit, as shown in
Table3(sumofaboveitems) 3,9482,9424,3261,021 1,274
*Julyto December only.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 53
Footnotesto Debit 3, continued.
The treatment adopted here is not entirely satisfactory. We cannot be certain that
absolutely all expenditures (excluding debt retirement) from the general fund are really
"income-creating," any more than we can be certain that all receipts represent true
deductions from income, in the sense discussed in the text. We should, for example,
exclude expenditure for the purchase of existing property, and also receipts resulting
from property revaluation. The net deficit of trust funds, and of agencies other than
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, not included before 1934, cannot have been
large in earlier years. But even though an attempt is made to take account of the
transactions of trust funds and independent agencies during the last five years of the
period considered, there is no certainty that the computation outlined above is an
appropriate way of doing so. Some expenditure—by the Home Owners' Loan Corpora-
tion, for example—is used to repay debt, and does not result in income. A precise evalu-
ation for our purposes of the net contribution of the Federal government to outlay
would have required a more detailed analysis than could be undertaken in the present
study, and would have been of doubtful value in view of the rofigh character of some
of the other estimates—for example that for the net deficit of State and local govern-
ments—with which it has to be combined.
hFor1921—28, Oscar L. Altman, Saving, Investment and National Income, Tem-
porary National Economic Committee Monograph 37 (Washington, 1941), Appendix
TI, p. 111. This series is a revision of that presented in evidence by Laughlin Currie
(TNEC Hearings, Part 9, pp. 3528 and 4011), and is derived from Treasury estimates of
State and local indebtedness. For 1929—38 I have preferred to use the data in Henry
FT. Villard, Deficit Spending and the National Income (Farrar and Rinehart, 1941),
Table 15, p. 293. This series was also derived from a study of changes in indebtedness,
although Villard does not claim complete coverage of local short term debt. The two
series agree tolerably well for 1929 ($931 and $898 million respectively), but disagree
markedly for later years. The series derived from Treasury data fluctuates much more
violently than, and in recent years differs in sign from, the Villard data. Unlike the
Treasury, Villard publishes his method, and moreover makes serious criticisms of the
Treasury's estimates (op. cit., Appendix II). For these reasons I have chosen to use
Villard's data in preference to the TNEC series for 1929 and later years. A reconcilia-
tion of the two estimates is urgently needed.
The series measures the net cash deficit of State and local governments rather than
their net income-increasing expenditure as Villard would defizie it (op. cit., pp. 288—89).
This, however, is an advantage, since the conceptual framework I have used treats all
governmental receipts (except receipts from borrowing) as a deduction from income and
all governmental expenditure (except for debt repayment and the purchase of existing
assets) as a contribution to income,. As noted in the text there is no means of allowing
for the puithase of existing assets, and this series, like that for the Federal deficit, runs
too high on this account.
Data from Annual Reports of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Item represents net increase in gold stock (excluding revaluation) less net
imports and releases from earmark, and roughly measures output used for
monetary purposes. Net imports of gold are included in the foreign balance elsewhere
in the table, and so are excluded here. The same applies to changes in earmarked gold.
Annual Reports of the Director of the Mint. Data represent purchases of silver
bullion by the Bureau of the Mint from all sources, domestic and foreign, valued at the
price actually paid for such bullion.
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for machinery), or the level of depreciation too high
(e.g. through excessive deductions on this account, per-
haps later disallowed by the Bureau of Internal Revenue),
then net investment is understated. Moreover, account-
ing measures of depreciation are usually based upon the
straight line method. Consequently, in so far as actual
capital consumption is correlated with output, the cyclical
variability of net investmentisexaggerated by our
measures.2'
Subject to these qualifications, the data in line F suggest
a remarkable picture of the ravages wrought by depres-
sion upon the American economic system—or at any
rate that major segment of it represented by private
industry—during the nineteen-thirties. For each of the
five years 193 1—35 net investment was negative, if these
figures are approximately correct; in none of these years
was capital fully maintained. The same situation would
have prevailed in 1936, but for the large increase in busi-
ness inventories which took place in that year. In 1937
net investment for the first time regained a level com-
parable withitsannual value during the nineteen-
twenties, but once more only because of heavy inventory
accumulation.In 1938, with a sharp decline in the level
of inventories, net investment was apparently again
negative.
The net investment data presented here are not com-
plete enough to provide a true measure of the annual
addition to, or subtraction from, the capital wealth of
the United States as a whole. They make no allowance
for investment by public authories. Estimates of the
volume of public construction are available,22 but there
21Fora more extended discussion of thepredsionof these measures, see Ch. 111,
§2, below.
Lowell J. Chawner, Construction Activity in theUnitedStates, 1915—1937 (De-
partment of commerce, 1938).ANNUAL ESTIMATES 55
appears to be no way of reaching an adequatç measure
of the depreciation of governmental equipment, and no
estimates for net public investment are included in this
volume. But if proper allowance could be made for the
investment activities of governmental agencies, the pic-
ture disclosed by our data on private net investment
would probably appear somewhat more favorable.
Fortunately, neither the qualifications made above
concerning the measurement of capital consumption,
nor our inability to estimate public investment, can
seriously affect the comparison between outlay and in-
come in Chapter III, to which the foregoing is by way
of introduction. For while estimates of depreciation, and
therefore also of private net investment, are surrounded
by a substantial margin of uncertainty, precisely the
same is true of the measurement of income. When outlay
and income are compared the two uncertainties cancel
out. Thus net income (for example, as reported for cor-
porations in the Statistics oJ Income) is obtained by de-
ducting depreciation from gross income, just as net invest-
ment (as a constituent of outlay) is obtained by deducting
depreciation from gross investment. And since the same
accounting procedures are used in both operations, ig-
norance of the appropriate deduction, or arbitrary deduc-.
tion of the allowance for depreciation, affects the income
arid outlay totals in the same manner.
Nor does our inability to mçasure net public invest-
ment vitiate our comparison of outlay and income:
public jnvestment was not among the basic concepts
selected in§2 for subsequent statistical treatment. It
will be recalled that in the discussion of that section it
was replaced by an item called net public outlay, which
is roughly equal to the combined net deficit of all govern-
mental agencies. This quantity, which is subject to some
uncertainty owing to the difficulty of transition from a56 CHAPTER11
fiscal to a calendar year basis,is shown in line H of
Table 3.Thegold stock referred to (in line H.3) was, of
course, held by the Federal Reserve System until 1934,
andhas been held by the Treasury since that time.
Purchases of foreign gold are excluded from public out-
lay because they are included in the foreign balance else-
where in the table. This treatment, which is not entirely
consistent, results from a desire to confine public outlay
as far as possible to disbursements which result from
deliberate governmental policy, and to include in the
foreign balance not only the whole of the net change in
claims against foreigners but also imports of the money
metal.
The sum of consumers' outlay, net private investment
and net public outlay yields total outlay (line I). The
last two lines of Table 3showthe percentage ratio of
consumers' to net private outlay and to total outlay,
respectively. Net private outlay and total outlay offer
alternative measures of the national product, and the
percentages shown in lines J and K provide a rough in di-
cation of the fraction of the product which in any year is
currently consumed. When these percentages run above
.100 they suggest that capital consumption is taking place,
or—in a certain sense—that the community is living
beyond its means. However, neither ratio can be called
a perfect measure of the manner in which the community
divided its income consumption and invest-
ment during the years in question. For. two important
elements of the community's income—services rendered
directly to consumers by the government on the one
hand, and public investment on the other—are omitted
from the table. Or, to be strictly accurate, they are repre-
sented, but in an entirely inadequate fashion, by the
entry for net public outlay. The reason for this treatment
has already been explained. Apart from the facts thatANNUAL ESTIMATES 57
both forms of governmental contribution are subject to
influences quite different in character from those govern-
ing private consumption and investment, and that both
offer peculiar difficulties in the way of statistical estima-
tion,therepercussionsof governmental activity on
private business are best accounted for by some such item
as that shown for net public outlay in Table 3. The solu-
tion of the difficulties, conceptual and other, which stand
in the way of satisfactory estimation of the net contribu-
tion of government, is a task which the student of the
business cycle may safely leave to the social historian.
§5. Income
Having now completed our estimates of outlay, we turn
to the income side of the picture. We shall use as basic
materials for the study of income the comprehensive
measures compiled by Simon Kuznets and published by
the National Bureau of Economic Research. A summary
of these data, with breakdowns appropriate to our pur-
pose, is reproduced in Appendix D.23 The National Bureau
totals appear in line A of Table 4. Lines B and C show
Kuznets' estimates for employerssocial security con-
tributions and for savings by government which, for
reasons given in Chapter I, we do not wish to include:
the slightly less comprehensive total, basic for this study,
appears in line 0, and is reproduced in line A of Table 5.
The remainder of Table 4 is given over to a breakdown
of the basic total, shown in line D, into components suit-
able for quarterly interpolation. This basic total comprises
four constituents which are very dissimilar in character
23Forfurther detail, and for a fuii discussion of coverage, concepts and methods of
estimation, see Simon Kuznets, National Income and Its Composition. No description
of the National Bureau income estimates will be given in the present study, except
thatwhichis incidental to questions raised by the use made of them here.58 CHAPTER II
TABLE4
INCOME,ANNUALLY 192 1-38'
Millions oJ current dollars
1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926
A. National income, National 59,41260,70771,62672,09576,04781,5518O,(
Bureauestimateb
B. Employers' social security
contributions (mci. in A.)°
C. Savingsbygovernmental 958 8541,6111,7171,6142,1512,
units (mci. in A.)c
D. Nationalincome,excLBandC 58,45559,85370,01570,37874,43379,400
(A—B—C)
E. Adjustments (mc!. in D) +5,478 —1,683 —1,443 —1,129 —2,148+443
1.Capital revaluation4 —131—399—433—601 —1,198—705
2. Inventory revaluatione +6,370—877—156+157—350 +1,695+'
3. Depreciatio& —761—407—854—685—600—547
F. Dividends and interest 69 86 94 129 154 110
from abroad (mci. in
G. Jnconiedistributedby 5,2485,2825,4315,5615,7515,9636,.
flovernment (md. in D)h
H.Income originating in private47,66056,16865,93365,81770,67672,88471,!
industry,unadjusted (0 —E
—F--G)1
1.Short term income1 38,21640,42247,86648,13250,85653,65553,
2. Long term incomdc 7,078 7,5518,0408,7268,7618,558 8,
3. Residual income' 2,3668,19510,0278,95811,05810,671 9,
aAllitems in this table are derived from Simon Kuznets, NationalIncome and its Compositi
or from worksheets upon which that study is based.
b Ibid., Table 1, column 1 and Table 58. These figures have been obtained by summal
of the aggregate of income payments to individuals, the net value of imputed residential rents,
value of farm products consumed by farm families, the net savings of enterprises (corporate and r
corporate), the net savings of governmental units, and employers' social security contributi
The savings of enterprises include the adjustments shown in line E. While Kuznets excludes con
ate income taxes he does not deduct direct taxes paid by individuals.
°Ibid.,Tables 45, 50 and 57. These items have been removed from the total because
explained in the text, it is more convenient to regard as basic the slightly less comprehensive
shown in line D.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 59
1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 J931pn1935 1936 1937 1938
.,67887,23477,31960,30042,93242,18349,54854,40662,86470,49465,461
3 7 299 9501,119
,8972,2252,104 344—906—113 —575—1,736—2,196 497—175
,78185,00973,21559,95643,83842,29630,12056,13564,76169,04864,517
,658—668 +4,174 +4,728 +3,384—487—1,266—910—688 —1,302+505
,262 —817+345 +1,507 +1,560 +1,422+177 —171—339 —95 —75
+60+702 +4,115 +3,230 +1,471 —2,273 —1,487 —724—164—435 +1,104
-456 —553—286 —9+353+364+44 —15 —185 —572—524
183 224 301 264 220 108 41 —23 —76 —44
,3936,6496,8167,0667,0817,6178,7639,24010,41210,22710,991
,89778,84564,00147,86133,10934,946 42,51547,76455,06060,19953,065
,40657,52350,84441,05630,44228,97434,38037,64842,17746,92942,177
,9749,2588,7197,4616,2425,6525,1855,3035,2585,5875,479
51712,0634,438—656 —3,375 3192,9494,8137,6257,6835,409
Ibid.,Table IV. Adjustment already has been made to the totals in lines A and D above in
r to exclude profits and losses realized by business enterprises from the sale of capital.assets.
actual profits and losses realized are as shown, but with opposite sign.
Ibid., Table VII. Adjustment already has been made to the totals in lines A and D above in
r to exclude profits and losses accruing through the revaluation (deliberate or otherwise) of
iess inventories. The actual profits and losses accruing are as shown, but with opposite sign.
ibid., Table VIII. Adjustment already has been made to the totals in lines A and D above to
'for the calculation of depreciation and depletion on a reproduction cost instead of a book value
Ibid., i'able Ms. 1.
Ibid., Table 49. This item includes wages, salaries, and pensions; work relief and direct relief; and
Footnotes to Table 4 continued on next page.60 CHAPTERII
Footnotes to Table 4, continued.
interest. For breakdown see Table 41 below.
The figures shown in this line represent income accruing in private business as
measured by ordinary accounting procedure, i.e. before the adjustments shown in
line E.
iAgriculture—wages,•residential rentals (paid and imputed), withdrawals of
individual entrepreneurs, dividends and savings; Mining, Public Utilities, Manufac-
turing, Construction, Other Transportation, Trade, Finance—wages and salaries;
Railroads, Communication—total employee compensation; Service, Miscellaneous—
wages, salaries and withdrawals and savings by individual entrepreneurs. See Table
39 below.
IcAgriculture,Mining, Public Utilities, Manufacturing, Construction, Railroads,
Other Transportation, Communication, Trade, Service, Miscellaneous—interest;
Finance—interest and net nonfarm rentals, paid and imputed. See Table 40 below.
'Agriculture, none; Mining, Public Utilities, Manufacturing, Construction, Other
Transportation, Trade—dividends, withdrawals by individual entrepreneurs and
savings; Railroads, Communication, Finance—dividends and savings; Service, Miscel-
laneous—dividends and corporate savings. See Table 38 below.
Many components of the totals in this table rest upon data from the Statistics of
Income. Abolition in 1934 of the privilege, previously granted to corporations, of filing
consolidated returns,.results in alternative totals for that year in many industrial
groups. In theory this difficuLty should disappear when summation is made over all
such groups, but methods of estimation do not allow perfect agreement for the two
totals in 1934. Where slight disagreements remain, the above data represent the mean
of the two values obtained.
and very unequal in importance, and which raise quite
different problems in interpolation.
First, in line E, are shown the adjustments which
Kuznets very properly makes in order to convert the
measures of income which result from the ordinary opera-
tions of accounting practice to a form corresponding
more closely to the concepts of economic analysis. Clearly
the same adjustments are appropriateif the income
totals are to be compared with the measures of outlay
presented in Table 3.Theseadjustments are intended,
respectively, to exclude profits and losses realized from
the sale of capital assets; to exclude profits and losses
accruing through the revaluation (deliberate or otherwise)
of business invéhtories; and to place the deduction for
depreciation, already made by business in computing
its income, upon a basis of current rather than of orig-
inal cost.
Second, investment income received from abroad ap-
pears in line F.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 61.
Third,income distributed to individuals by govern-
ment is shown in line G. This includes wages, salaries,
pensions and relief payments, and long term interest.
Fourth, the remainder, line H, comprises the whole
of income originating in private business. This, the chief
component of our basic total shown above, is further
broken down into short term, long term, and residual
income, along lines explained in Chapter I, j2.Thepre-
cise composition of each of these elements and their in-
dustrial distribution are shown in Appendix D. Table 4,
likeAppendix D, is itself a mere regrouping of material
to be found in National Income and Its Composition.
No estimates for aggregate income distributed to indi-
viduals, or "income paid out," are shown here, or indeed
anywhere else in this volume. The reasons for this omis-
sion have been explained in Chapter I. The income
originating, shown in line H, comprises the suth of cash
income distributed by all agencies except the govern-
ment, together with agricultural income distributed in
kind or consumed on the farm, rentals24 imputed to
owners who occupy their own homes, and the savings of
enterprises, corporate and noncorporate. The business
savings included in income originating, as shown in line
H, are measured according to current accounting practice,
since the adjustments appropriate to the measurement of
social income have been segregated, and are given sepa-
rately in line E.
The threefold breakdown shown for income originat-
ing in private industry forms the basis for subsequent
interpolation in Chapter V. We may briefly recall its
character. Short term income is intended roughly to
measure the remuneration of labor. Long term income
corresponds as closely as possible to ordinary notions of
rents and interest payments as received by individuals.
24Netof taxes, mortgage interest, and other expenses of occupancy.62 CHAPTER II
TABLE 5
ADJUSTMENT OF INCOME, ANNUALLY 1921-38
Millions of current dollars
1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 194
A. National income, National
Bureauestimate (Table 4)a
58,45539,85370,01570,37874,43379,400
Deduct:
B. Direct taxes paid byindividualsb1,5071,1711,1001,1181,1381,1911,:
C. Employees'socialsecurity
contributionso
.. .. .. .. . .
Add:
D. Social security .. .. ..
.
.. . .
F. Veterans' bonus° .. .. .. .. .. :.
F. Noncommercial remittances 30 32 59 29 29 33
from abroad'
G. Income, as defined in text (A —
B-C+D+E+F)
56,91838,71468,97469,28973,32478,24476,
a Excludingemployers' social security contributions and savings by governmental agern
see Table 4.
bEstate,inheritance, gift, poll and individual income taxes collected by States for their
account or for the account of local units; estate, gift and individual income taxes collected by
Federal government. For States summary data on a comparable basis are not easily available.
United States totals shown in Financial Statistics of States (Bureau of the Census) appear to exc
State collections on behalf of local units. This difficulty affects mainly individual income tax
lections, for which item data obtained for the fiscal year 1928 from State Income Taxes, Vol. II ('
tionalIndustrial Conference Board, 1930), Chapter 12, and for the fiscal years 1936—39 from
Yields, 1939 (Tax Policy League,.1940), were treated as basic. In the case of individual income ta
data from Financial Statistics of States were used only as interpolating media; for the other S
taxes,datafrom this source were used directly. For the fiscal years 1933—35 there are no Ce
Bureau data; for these years individuaL income tax yields were interpolated on the basis of co
tions in New York (which represent more than half the total), while estate, inheritance, gilt and
tax collections were interpolated along a straight line. Federal estate, gift and individual income
collections obtained for fiscal years from AnnualReports of the Secretary of the Treasury; indiviANNUAL ESTTMATES 63
1928 1929 1930 /931 1932 1933 1934 J935 1936 1937 1938
9,78185,00975,21559,95643,83842,29650,12056,13564,761 , 69,04864,517
.,3091,4801,334 918 640 673 8641,1491,5281,9111,916
•• •• •• .. 246 237
.. .. •• •• .. •. .. .. .. 1 407
.. .. •• ,. .. .. .. ..1,673 ..
24 25 19 9 7 7 8 5 24 25 40
,49683,55473,90059,04743,20541,63049,26454,99164,93066,91762,811
me taxes for 1921—24 were assumed to comprise the same fraction of total income tax collections
i1925.
viost, but not all, States have fiscal years which end, like that of the Federal government, on
30th. Calendar-year totals were derived by averaging adjacent fiscal years.
Bulletin and Annual Reports of the Social Security Board. The item consists entirely of old-age
collections by the Federal government. A few States collect small amounts of unemployment
s from employees, but no allowance has been made for such collections here.
Bulletin and Annual Reports of the Social Security Board. Both old-age (lump sum) and un-
loyment benefits are included. The latter, disbursed by States, constitute the major par.t of this
Annual Report of the Secretaryof the Treasury. Onlythe bonus of 1936 is inserted here, other
nents to veterans being already included in the income muds.
For 1935—38, Balance ofInternationalPayments of the United Slates, published annually by
United States Department of Commerce. For 1922—34, R. 0. Hall, op. cit. The item consists
fly of funds brought in by immigrants. Immigration into the United States was somewhat less
than in 1922, and the extrapolation for the former year is made on this basis.64 CHAPTER II
Residual income is designed to represent those highly
variable elements in the product which accrue to the
entrepreneur (individual or corporate) in the form of
profits. The net income of entrepreneurs in Agriculture,
and in the Service and Miscellaneous industrial divisions,
is, however, included in short term rather than in residual
income, for reasons given in Chapter I.
The whole of Table 4 below line D is in the nature of a
digression. The immediate purpose in hand is the com-
parison of the outlay totals of Table 3 with a comparable
set of income totals. To obtain such income totals we
must return to the basic series in line D of Table 4, which
will be found reproduced as the first line of Table 5.
This series has already been adjusted to exclude profits
from the sale of assets and inventory profits, and to
place depreciation upon a current cost basis; except for
the exclusion of savings by government and of social
security contributions by employers it is identical with
the most comprehensive of the National Bureau totals
published in National Income and Its Composition. The
concept which this basic series seeks to interpret still
differs slightly, however, from that outlined in§2
purposes of comparison with outlay. It will be recalled
that income was to be measured after the payment of all
taxes. While the National Bureau totals exclude corporate
income taxes, Kuznets makes no deduction for direct
taxes paid by individuals, preferring to consider these a
form of outlay disbursed in return for services rendered
by government to individuals.25 Social security taxes paid
by employees are subject to similar qualification. Accord-
ingly, the first operation in Table 5 is to deduct estimates
for both these items. On the other hand the National
Bureau totals do not include social security benefits or
25SeeNational Income and its Composition,Ch. 1; also Studies in Income and Wealth,
Vol. I (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1937), pp. 236—38.ANNUAL ESTIMATES 65
the veterans' bonus voted in 1936.26 Both of these are
constituents of net public outlay in Table 3, and both
must therefore be inserted as an adjustment in Table 5.
Finally, since noncommercial remittances to foreign coun-
tries (mainly by immigrants) were included among con-
sumers' services in Table 1 at their gross value, the much
smaller counterpart, consisting of similar remittances by
foreigners to this country, has to be included
The final estimate of income reachedTable 5 is
now comparable, as far as it can be made so, with the out-
lay series in Table 3.Thenext chapter will discuss these
two sets of estimates in an attempt to show how they
reflect the level of the national product.
26Thetotals already include all other payments to veterans, however.
27Quantitatively,the item is of no significance whatever, but is inserted to complete
the conceptual picture.Insofar as it consists of capital brought with them by im-
migrants, account might be taken of it, perhaps more appropriately, through a de-
duction from the net foreign balance (Table 3).